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Abstract 

A happy facial expression makes a person look (more) trustworthy. Do 

perceptions of happiness and trustworthiness rely on the same face regions and visual 

attention processes? In an eye-tracking study, eye movements and fixations were 

recorded while participants judged the un/happiness or the un/trustworthiness of 

dynamic facial expressions in which the eyes and/or the mouth unfolded from neutral to 

happy or vice versa. A smiling mouth and happy eyes enhanced perceived happiness 

and trustworthiness similarly, with a greater contribution of the smile relative to the 

eyes. This comparable judgment output for happiness and trustworthiness was reached 

through shared as well as distinct attentional mechanisms: (a) entry times and (b) initial 

fixation thresholds for each face region were equivalent for both judgments, thereby 

revealing the same attentional orienting in happiness and trustworthiness processing. 

However, (c) greater and (d) longer fixation density for the mouth region in the 

happiness task, and for the eye region in the trustworthiness task, demonstrated different 

selective attentional engagement. Relatedly, (e) mean fixation duration across face 

regions was longer in the trustworthiness task, thus showing increased attentional 

intensity or processing effort.  

 

Word count: 183 

Keywords: attention; eye movements; dynamic facial expressions; happy faces; 

trustworthiness.   
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Introduction 

Facial happiness (i.e., an expresser’s smiling face) is significantly related to the 

perception of trustworthiness by observers. People showing happy expressions are 

judged as more trustworthy than those with non-happy faces (while facial anger is 

perceived as untrustworthy). This robust finding occurs for emotional faces (Centorrino, 

Djemai, Hopfensitz, Milinski,  & Seabright, 2015; Engell, Todorov, & Haxby, 2010; 

Johnston, Miles, & Macrae, 2010; Krumhuber, Manstead, Kappas, Cosker, et al., 2007; 

Miles, 2009; Oosterhof & Todorov, 2009; Quadflieg, Vermeulen, & Rossion, 2013; 

Sutherland, Young, & Rhodes, 2017; Willis, Palermo, & Burke, 2011; Winkielman, 

Olszanowski, & Gola, 2015), as well as for “happier-looking” (or “angrier-looking”) 

neutral faces, which are judged as and trustworthy (or untrustworthy) (Brewer, Collins, 

Cook, & Bird, 2015; Hehman, Flake, & Freeman, 2015; see Said, Haxby, & Todorov, 

2011). Relatedly, facial happiness enhances the effects of other factors (e.g., expressers’ 

gaze direction) on observers’ trustworthiness ratings (Manssuer, Roberts, & Tipper, 

2015; Strachan, Kirkham, Manssuer, & Tipper, 2016). Such a relationship highlights the 

shared adaptive importance of happiness (or anger) and trustworthiness (or 

untrustworthiness) detection, as both serve crucial roles in identifying potential friends 

or foes. To this end, observers use facial information to figure out the intentions and 

emotions of other people, thereby inferring their level of trustworthiness.  

The close relationship between happiness and trustworthiness judgments 

suggests that both could be driven by the same mechanisms (Engell et al., 2010; Said et 

al., 2011). The current study investigates the similarities and differences in visual 

attention mechanisms underlying the assessment of facial happiness and 

trustworthiness. We focused on the observers’ deployment of overt attention (i.e., eye 

fixations) during evaluations of happiness or trustworthiness in face stimuli. There are 
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three relevant aspects to be considered regarding the observers’ gaze behavior: where 

(i.e., which face region of the observed expresser is selectively looked at), when (i.e., 

the time course of first entering each face region), and how much (i.e., the amount of 

allocated processing resources, as shown by gaze duration and number of fixations). 

Selective attention to a particular face region (e.g., the eyes), temporal prioritization of 

attention to that region, and subsequent enhanced attentional engagement, involve 

preferential processing of specific face cues. As a consequence, happiness and 

trustworthiness perception could vary as a function of where, when, and how much such 

expressive cues are selectively looked at, given that preferential overt attention to a 

particular region is highly related to how a facial expression is judged (see Calvo, 

Gutiérrez-García, Avero, & Lundqvist, 2013; Schurgin et al., 2014; Vaidya, Jin, & 

Fellows, 2014). We therefore wanted to explore whether visual attention regarding these 

three aspects will be similar or different in the perception of happiness and 

trustworthiness. 

 There is evidence for the involvement of specific mechanisms in the processing 

of facial happiness. The typical recognition advantage of happy expressions (for 

reviews, see Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2016, and Nelson & Russell, 2013) has been 

explained in terms of the distinctive and salient smiling mouth (Calvo, Fernández-

Martín, & Nummenmaa, 2012). First, as a distinctive feature, the smile is specifically 

associated with facial happiness, i.e., the smile is generally present in happy faces but 

absent in non-happy faces. As a consequence, the smile becomes diagnostic of 

happiness (Calder, Young, Keane, & Dean, 2000; Nusseck, Cunningham, Wallraven, & 

Bülthoff, 2008; Smith, Cottrell, Gosselin, & Schyns, 2005). In fact, the smiling mouth 

region on its own enhances the activity of ERP (brain event-related potentials) 

components (P3b) related to expression categorization (Calvo & Beltrán, 2014), with a 
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neural signature that is source-located at the right infero-temporal (IT, FG) and dorsal 

cingulate (CC) cortices (Beltrán & Calvo, 2015). Second, as a salient feature, the smile 

attracts more overt attention (i.e., eye fixations) during expression recognition than any 

other facial region of the basic six emotional expressions (Beaudry, Roy-Charland, 

Perron, Cormier, & Tapp, 2014; Bombari et al., 2013; Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2008). 

Further, the smile saliency is associated with early attentional capture (90 to 130 ms 

post-stimulus onset), as assessed by the N1 ERP component (Calvo, Beltrán, & 

Fernández-Martín, 2014), and a neural signature that is source-located at the left infero-

temporal (IT, MTG) cortex (Beltrán & Calvo, 2015). Thus the smiling mouth becomes 

easily accessible to perception, which secures an early processing of this diagnostic cue, 

allowing for it to be used as a shortcut for quick categorization of a face as happy 

(Adolphs, 2002; Leppänen & Hietanen, 2007).  

The literature reviewed above indicates that facial happiness processing is highly 

dependent on selective and enhanced visual attention to the smiling mouth. To our 

knowledge, however, these mechanisms have not been investigated in the processing of 

trustworthiness. In the current study, we aimed to compare the visual attention 

mechanisms in happiness vs. trustworthiness processing within the same experimental 

paradigm. In a first approach, Calvo, Álvarez-Plaza, and Fernández-Martín (2017) 

found that the contribution of the smiling mouth was greater for happiness than 

trustworthiness judgments, and the mouth was especially visually salient for expressions 

favoring happiness judgments. It was argued that the categorization of facial happiness 

is more automatically driven by the visual saliency of a single feature, that is, the 

smiling mouth, whereas the perception of trustworthiness is more strategic, with the 

eyes being necessarily incorporated into a configural face representation. Nevertheless, 

Calvo et al. (2017) did not collect eye-movement data. In a further step, the current 
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study therefore investigated whether the smiling mouth selectively attracts overt 

attention (earlier and more frequent or longer eye fixations) when judging happiness, 

while the eye region attracts more attention when judging trustworthiness.  

We hypothesized that judgments of happiness and trustworthiness are highly 

related (see above), but reached through different attentional processes, based on the 

following rationale. First, happy people often smile (albeit not all smiles reflect 

happiness), whereas trustworthy people may or may not smile, which makes a smile 

diagnostic of happiness but not of trustworthiness. Unlike facial happiness, which 

involves an observable facial cue (i.e., the smile), trustworthiness has no such 

distinctive signal. In order to infer trustworthiness, the observer should accordingly rely 

less on the smile and allocate attention to other parts of the face instead, thereby 

evaluating the expressive congruence from different sources (e.g., the eye-mouth 

incongruence could be seen as a sign of untrustworthiness). As a result, the smiling 

mouth would attract less attention during the processing of trustworthiness relative to 

happiness. Second, although expressive changes in the eye region play a minor role 

(i.e., they are not necessary or sufficient) in the categorization of a face as happy (e.g., 

Calder et al., 2000; Calvo, Fernández-Martín, & Nummenmaa, 2014), they are critical 

for the affective processing of a smile as positively valenced, and for judging a face as 

genuinely happy (Johnston et al., 2010; Krumhuber, Likowski, & Weyer, 2014; 

McLellan, Johnston, Dalrymple-Alford, & Porter, 2010). To the extent that happy eyes 

contribute to the smile’s “authenticity” or “genuineness”, it is understandable that they 

convey trustworthiness, whereas non-happy eyes make a smile appear to be fake and in 

turn untrustworthy.1  Given that trustworthiness is an essential component of positive 

face valence (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008), we can expect trustworthiness processing to 

be particularly sensitive to the eye region which should receive greater attention.  
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The above argument leads us to predict differential selective overt attention to 

the mouth or the eyes of a face (i.e., where visual fixations are allocated), depending on 

whether happiness or trustworthiness is judged and on processing stage (orienting or 

engagement). First, attentional orienting (i.e., when each face region is fixated first) will 

not significantly differ between happiness and trustworthiness evaluations. Rather, the 

initial/early attentional capture by the mouth or the eyes will occur automatically in a 

similar way for happiness and trustworthiness. Orienting will be mainly determined by 

stimulus properties rather than the viewer’s task strategy. To assess selective orienting, 

we measured entry times (i.e., the time elapsed between stimulus onset and first fixation 

on a face region) and initial fixation thresholds (i.e., the earliest time each region was 

fixated more than the other regions). Second, after initial orienting, the viewer’s task 

strategy will guide attention allocation. Selective attentional engagement (i.e., how 

much each region is fixated) will be greater for the smiling mouth (which will attract 

more and/or longer eye fixations) when judging happiness, whereas the eye region will 

attract more and/or longer fixations when judging trustworthiness. To assess selective 

engagement, we measured fixation density (i.e., number of fixations) and mean fixation 

duration (i.e., for each individual fixation). Third, an additional aspect was considered, 

i.e., scanpaths involving the number of fixations on a particular region coming from 

other regions. As argued above, the eyes should be incorporated into a configural face 

representation for trustworthiness processing. Accordingly, if the integration of features 

across the face is more important for trustworthiness than happiness, greater visual 

back-and-forth shifting between the eye and mouth regions would be expected when 

judging trustworthiness relative to happiness. 

We used 2-s video-clips displaying facial expressions as stimuli, with different 

combinations of the mouth (smiling or neutral) and eye expression (happy or neutral). 
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Morphed dynamic expressions (instead of static photographs) were used to mimic real-

life expressions and to enhance measurement sensitivity (Calvo, Avero, Fernández-

Martín, & Recio, 2016; Krumhuber & Scherer, 2016; for a review, see Krumhuber, 

Kappas, & Manstead, 2013). In six different types of expressions, the eyes and mouth 

unfolded—together or independently—from neutral to happy or vice versa. Participants 

judged how happy (happiness task) or trustworthy (trustworthiness task) the expressers 

appeared to be. Eye movements and fixations were recorded for different face regions 

and across periods of expression unfolding. This approach allowed us to determine the 

relative role of each major expressive source (i.e., the eyes and mouth regions) in the 

spatio-temporal oculomotor profiles associated with each task. To this end, blended 

expressions (i.e., with non-congruent eyes and mouth) were necessary, in addition to 

prototypical expressions (i.e., with congruent eyes and mouth), for combining 

expressive cues, and thus to determine their relative contribution in each type of task. 

We were particularly interested in potential interactions between face region and 

unfolding time, in order to examine similarities and differences in gaze behavior 

between happiness and trustworthiness processing. 

Method 

Participants 

 Forty psychology undergraduates (26 females, 14 males; aged 18 to 30 years) 

participated for course credit, after providing informed consent. Half of them (13 

females; 7 males) were randomly assigned to a condition involving facial happiness 

judgments, and another half to a trustworthiness evaluation condition. The study was 

approved by the ethics committee of the University of La Laguna, and conducted in 

accordance with the WMA Declaration of Helsinki 2008. 
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Stimuli 

 We used 2-s video-clips as stimuli. To generate the different stimulus conditions, 

we first selected photographs of prototypical neutral expressions (i.e., neutral eyes and 

mouth; henceforth, Neutral) and happy expressions (i.e., happy eyes and a smiling 

mouth; henceforth, Happy) of 24 posers (12 females; 12 males) from the Karolinska 

Directed Emotional Faces database (KDEF; Lundqvist, Flykt, & Öhman, 1998). 

Second, composite faces were constructed for each poser by combining the upper half 

of each happy face with the lower half of the neutral face, and vice versa (e.g., Tanaka, 

Kaiser, Butler, & Le Grand, 2012). This resulted in two types of blended expressions: 

(a) neutral eyes and smiling mouth (henceforth, Ne+Sm), and (b) happy eyes and 

neutral mouth (henceforth, He+Nm). Figure 1 shows an example of these expressions.  

 
Figure 1. Types of prototypical (Neutral: neutral eyes and mouth; or Happy: happy eyes 

and mouth) and blended expressions (He+Nm: happy eyes and neutral mouth; Ne+Sm: 

neutral eyes and a smiling mouth), regions of interest, and resulting dynamic expression 

conditions. Left and right, from the viewer’s perspective (i.e., visual field).  

 

Third, the resulting photographic versions (Neutral, Happy, He+Nm, and 
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Ne+Sm) were converted into 30-frame per second dynamic expressions by means of 

FantaMorph© software (v.5.4.2; Abrosoft). To this end, one photograph of each version 

was used as the first frame at the beginning of the sequence (e.g., Neutral) and another 

photograph (e.g., Happy) was used as the last frame of the sequence. FantaMorph 

generated a continuum that smoothly unfolded from one expression to the other. This 

yielded six experimental conditions of dynamic expressions (see Figure 1), depending 

on the type of expression at the beginning and end of the sequence. For example, 

Neutral→Happy: initial neutral eyes and mouth unfolding towards final happy eyes and 

(smiling) mouth; or Neutral→Ne+Sm: initial neutral eyes and mouth unfolding towards 

final neutral eyes and a smiling mouth; etc.2  A total of 144 video-clip stimuli were used 

(24 posers by 6 stimulus conditions). Samples of video-clips for each condition are 

shown in the ESM_1.mpeg (Supplemental Materials: Sample Stimuli) electronic file. 

 Within each video-clip, the initial expression (e.g., Neutral) lasted for 500 ms 

(1st period, static), was followed by a 1,000-ms unfolding (2nd period, dynamic) towards 

the final expression (e.g., Happy), which remained still (3rd period, static) for 500 ms. 

The 1-s unfolding was established to approximate the typical and natural average speed 

in the recognition of dynamic expressions as achieved in prior research (see Hoffmann, 

Traue, Bachmayr, & Kessler, 2010). The same dynamic (expression unfolding) display 

duration (1,000 or 1,040 ms) was used by Schultz and Pilz (2009), Johnston, Mayes, 

Hughes, and Young (2013), and Wingenbach, Ashwin, and Brosnan (2016). Each face 

subtended a visual angle of 10.6° (height) × 8.0° (width) at a 70-cm viewing distance, 

which approximates the size of a real face (18.5 × 13.8 cm) viewed from 1 m. 

Objective assessment of “happiness” in the eye and the mouth region 

We assumed that our so-called “happy” face stimuli involve happy eyes and a 

smile. The operationalization of these facial features, however, requires objective 
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measurement, particularly for the eye expression due to its subtle changes. To this end, 

we assessed morphological Action Units (AUs), according to Facial Action Coding 

System (FACS; Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002), by means of Emotient FACET 

software (v6.1; see iMotions, 2016; https://imotions.com/blog/facial-expression-

analysis/), which is an automated facial expression analysis tool (e.g., Bartlett & 

Whitehill, 2011; Cohn & De la Torre, 2015).  

AUs are anatomically related to the movement of specific face muscles (e.g., 

AU12 involves the contraction of the zygomaticus major muscle, which draws the angle 

of the mouth superiorly and posteriorly to allow for smiling). To quantify each of 20 

AUs, FACET provides evidence scores that are expressed in odds ratios in a decimal 

logarithmic scale, where positive values indicate that an AU is present; negative values, 

that it is not present; and a zero score indicates chance level. For the current study aims, 

we selected four AUs. Two of them typically characterise happy faces according to 

FACS: AU6 (cheek raiser, with the D-marker around the eye region) and AU12 (lip 

corner puller in the mouth region) (Ekman et al., 2002). Also, albeit of secondary 

importance as a morphological feature of happy eyes, AU7 (lid tightener; i.e., narrowing 

of the eye aperture and some tension of the eyelids) can be considered as a cue to happy 

face authenticity (Del Giudice & Colle, 2007); and AU25 (lips part), as a measure of the 

intensity of a smile in the mouth region. We assessed and quantified these four AUs in 

the current happy and neutral face stimuli. 

Faces with happy eyes showed AU6 to a greater extent (M = 3.12; SD = 0.67; in 

odds ratios, as provided by FACET) than faces of the same individuals with neutral eyes 

(M = -1.98; SD = 0.69), t(46) = 26.00, p < .0001, d = 7.51, and above the zero baseline, 

t(23) = 22.83, p < .0001. AU7 was also greater in faces with happy eyes (M = 0.46; SD 

= 0.55) than with neutral eyes (M = -0.63; SD = 0.51), t(46) = 7.10, p < .0001, d = 2.05, 

https://imotions.com/blog/facial-expression-analysis/
https://imotions.com/blog/facial-expression-analysis/
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and above the zero baseline, t(23) = 4.09, p < .0001. Similarly, faces with a smile 

showed AU12 to a greater extent (M = 4.29; SD = 0.57) than with a neutral mouth (M = 

-1.95; SD = 0.63), t(46) = 36.17, p < .0001, d = 10.44, and above the zero baseline, t(23) 

= 37.14, p < .0001. AU25 was also greater for faces with a smile (M = 2.37; SD = 0.63) 

than with a neutral mouth (M = -1.91; SD = 0.59), t(46) = 24.21, p < .0001, d = 6.99, 

and above the zero baseline, t(23) = 18.39, p < .0001. This validates our 

operationalization of happy vs. neutral eyes, and a smiling vs. neutral mouth.  

Procedure 

 Each participant was presented with all the 144 video-clips (24 of each of six 

stimulus conditions), in four blocks of 36 trials, following 16 practice trials. Experiment 

Center and iView X software (SMI; SensoMotoric Instruments GmbH, Teltow, 

Germany) was used for stimulus presentation and data collection. Block order was 

counterbalanced, the number of trials in each stimulus condition was balanced for each 

block, and trial order was randomised for each participant. Participants were told that 

short videos of faces would be presented, with different expressions (otherwise 

unspecified). Participants were asked to judge either “how happy each expresser looked 

like over the course of the expression unfolding”, on a 1 (“negative feelings”) to 9 

(“very happy”) scale (happiness task), or “how trustworthy each expresser looked 

like…” on a 1 (“untrustworthy”) to 9 (“very trustworthy”) scale (trustworthiness task), 

and to respond quickly by pressing a key on the top row of a computer keyboard.  

The sequence of events on each trial is shown in Figure 2. After an initial 500-

ms fixation cross at the center of a screen, a video-clip appeared: a still initial 

expression (500 ms) was followed by a dynamic display unfolding towards the final 

expression (1,000 ms), and a still final expression (500 ms). Following face offset, the 

question “how happy”? (happiness judgment task) or “how trustworthy”? 
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(trustworthiness judgment task) appeared. The selected response and reaction times 

were collected. A 1,250-ms blank screen served as an intertrial interval. 

 

Figure 2. Sequence of events on each trial. 

 

Experimental design 

 The experimental design involved an orthogonal combination of Task (2: 

Happiness vs. Trustworthiness), as a between-subjects factor, and Dynamic Expression 

condition (6: see Figure 1 or Table 1), as a within-subjects factor. For Dynamic 

Expression, the different combinations of eye and mouth, along with their unfolding 

from an initial to a final expression, yielded six conditions. There were two prototypical 

expressions: Neutral→Happy, Happy→Neutral (i.e., No. 1 and 6 in Figure 1, 

respectively); and four blended expressions: He+Nm→Happy; Neutral→Ne+Sm; 

Happy→He+Nm; and Neutral→He+Nm (i.e., No. 2, 3, 4, and 5, in Figure 1, 

respectively). Half of the expressions (No. 1 to 3) ended with a smiling mouth, with 

either neutral or happy eyes at the beginning or the end of the video sequence; and the 
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other half (No. 4 to 6) ended with a neutral mouth, with either neutral or happy eyes at 

the beginning or the end.  

Eye-movement measures 

Gaze behavior was recorded via a 500-Hz (binocular; spatial resolution: 0.03°; 

gaze position accuracy: 0.4°) RED system eyetracker (SMI GmbH; Teltow, Germany). 

Six face regions of interest were defined: forehead, left eye and eyebrow (henceforth, 

left eye), right eye and eyebrow (henceforth, right eye), nose/cheek (henceforth, nose), 

mouth, and chin (see their shape in Figure 1). Left and right eye are considered from the 

viewer’s perspective, i.e., left-eye fixations refer to fixations made by viewers towards 

their left visual field (actually, the right eye of the expresser). Approximately 98% of 

total fixations occurred within these six regions. For statistical analyses, the forehead 

and the chin were excluded because less than 1% of fixations landed on these regions. 

Net gaze duration was obtained after saccades (M frequency per second = 5.24; M 

saccade duration = 43 ms) and blinks (M frequency per second = 0.15; M blink duration 

= 156 ms) were removed. For saccade and fixation detection parameters, we used a 

velocity-based algorithm with a 40º/s peak velocity threshold and 80 ms for minimum 

fixation duration. 

Number of fixations and gaze duration were collected for each face region and 

period, and converted into a fixation density measure, i.e., the total number of fixations 

(of all the viewers) on each region at a given time, during each of 60 consecutive 33-ms 

time bins across the 2-s face display. This provided a detailed analysis of the gaze time 

course (see Bindemann, Scheepers, & Burton, 2009). Fixation density scores are 

independent from differences in the duration (i.e., 500 or 1,000 ms) of the three major 

periods (see Procedure), as fixation density was adjusted to the number of 33-ms time 

bins in each period. Also, given that the size of face regions varied (left eye region = 
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6.22 pixels; right eye region = 6.22; nose-cheek = 8.55; mouth = 7.28), the raw density 

scores were adjusted to size: (raw density scores / region size) × 100 (see Figures 3 and 

4, and Graphical Abstract). This allowed us to make fixation density comparisons 

across periods and regions. 

From fixation density measures, we computed the thresholds for each region 

(i.e., the earliest 33-ms time bin at which each region was fixated first significantly 

more than all the other regions). This served as an index of early selective attentional 

orienting. We also computed fixation density amplitudes (i.e., the interval following 

initial orienting during which each region was fixated significantly more in one task or 

the other). This served as an index of selective attentional engagement. In addition, 

entry times (i.e., the time elapsed from face onset until first fixation on each region) 

were examined as a complementary measure of attentional orienting; and mean fixation 

duration (i.e., how long was each single fixation on average), as a complementary 

measure of attentional engagement.  

An additional measure was included, which involved the scanpaths of fixations 

on a particular region coming from or going to other regions. To this end, we considered 

the number of fixations landing on each region (e.g., the eyes) that launched from each 

of the other major face regions (mouth and nose), etc. This was aimed at detecting back-

and-forth shifting between the eye and mouth regions when judging trustworthiness 

relative to happiness, as a configural integration processing strategy. 

Results3 

Judgment performance 

Judgment ratings and reaction times were analysed by means of a Task (2: 

happiness vs. trustworthiness) × Dynamic Expression (6; see Experimental design) 

ANOVA. Bonferroni corrections (p < .05) were conducted for all post-hoc contrasts 
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involving multiple comparisons, for these measures and the eye-movement measures 

(unless otherwise indicated). Effects of expression emerged for response ratings, F(5, 

190) = 205.66, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .84, and reaction times, F(5, 190) = 7.85, p < .0001, ηp

2 

= .17. There were no significant effects of task or interactions (all Fs < 1.23, ps > .28). 

This implies that the pattern of effects was the same for happiness and trustworthiness 

judgments, which was confirmed by a significant correlation between happiness and 

trustworthiness ratings (r = .93; p < .0001; N = 144 stimuli). 

 For response ratings, post-hoc contrasts showed that all the expressions with a 

final smiling mouth were judged as happier and more trustworthy than those ending 

with a neutral mouth (which did not differ from one another). In addition, within the 

former group (i.e., final smile), prototypical happy expressions (i.e., Neutral→Happy: 

initial neutral eyes and mouth unfolding to final happy eyes and a smile) were judged as 

happier and more trustworthy than blended expressions (He+Nm→Happy; initial happy 

eyes and neutral mouth unfolding to final happy eyes and a smile; and 

Neutral→Ne+Sm: initial neutral eyes and mouth unfolding to final neutral eyes and a 

smile), which did not differ from each other (see Table 1). Consistently, for reaction 

times, post-hoc contrasts revealed that Neutral→Happy faces were responded to faster 

than He+Nm→Happy faces and Neutral→Ne+Sm faces, which did not differ from each 

other and the rest (see Table 1).  

Eye-movement measures: Attentional orienting 

To examine attentional orienting (i.e., when each region was fixated first), we 

analysed entry times (see Eye-movement measures, above) by means of a Task (2) × 

Dynamic Expression (6) × Region (4) ANOVA. Main effects of region appeared, F(3, 

114) = 51.77, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .58, with the nose being fixated earlier (M = 235 ms) than 

the left eye (M = 516), which was fixated earlier than the right eye (M = 818) and the 
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mouth (M = 919), which did not differ from each other (after Bonferroni-correction, p < 

.05, post-hoc contrasts). Importantly, neither the effects of task nor the interactions of 

task with region or with region and expression were statistically significant (all Fs < 1). 

This implies that task did not affect initial orienting to particular regions.  

This was corroborated by an additional analysis of the orienting threshold for 

each region (see Eye-movement measures, above). We conducted one-way (4: Region) 

ANOVAs on such thresholds for each 33-ms time bin, followed by Tukey t-tests for 

multiple post-hoc comparisons across regions (p < .05). Thresholds clearly emerged for 

the nose (33 ms), the left eye (300 ms), and the mouth (happiness task: 933 ms, for 

expressions ending with a smile; 967 ms for those ending with a neutral mouth; no 

threshold in the trustworthiness task) at different time points (all Fs(3, 92) ≥ 59.58, p < 

.0001, ηp
2 ≥ .66) (see Figure 4, below; also Figures 5 and 6 in the Supplemental 

Materials). Importantly, thresholds were practically the same in the happiness and the 

trustworthiness judgment tasks, thus showing no differences between tasks. 

Eye-movement measures: Attentional engagement 

To determine attentional engagement (i.e., how much each region was fixated 

across the 2-s display), we first analysed fixation density with a Task (2) × Dynamic 

Expression (6) × Region (4: left eye vs. right eye vs. nose/cheek vs. mouth) × Interval 

(3: 0-to-500 [initial static period] vs. 501-to-1,500 [dynamic period] vs. 1,501-to-2,000 

ms [final static period]) ANOVA. Main effects of task, F(1, 184) = 20.31, p < .0001, ηp
2 

= .10, region, F(3, 184) = 466.37, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .88, and interval, F(2, 368) = 49.90, p 

< .0001, ηp
2 = .21, were qualified by a task by region interaction, F(3, 184) = 54.96, p < 

.0001, ηp
2 = .47 (see Figure 3). Pairwise independent sample t-tests compared the tasks 

against each other for each region. Fixation density was higher in the trustworthiness 

relative to the happiness task for the left eye, t(46) = 8.44, p < .0001, d = 2.44, and the 
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right eye, t(46) = 7.21, p < .0001, d = 2.08. In contrast, the reverse occurred for the 

mouth, t(46) = 5.77, p < .0001, d = 1.67, and the nose region, t(46) = 4.02, p < .0001, d 

=1.16, with fixation density being higher in the happiness than the trustworthiness task.  
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Figure 3. Fixation density differences between the happiness and the trustworthiness 

judgment tasks, for each face region. Fixation density = (raw density scores / region 

size) × 100. Vertical lines in bars indicate standard errors of the mean. 

 

As a complementary measure, we analysed mean fixation duration (see Eye-

movement measures, above) in a Task (2) × Dynamic Expression (6) × Region (4) 

ANOVA. An effect of task, F(1, 38) = 5.35, p = .026, ηp
2 = .12, showed that fixations 

were longer in the trustworthiness task (M = 243 ms) than in the happiness task (M = 

195). Importantly, interactions of task with the other factors were not significant (all Fs 

≤ 1.31, ps ≥ .28, ns). This implies that task affected attentional engagement, with more 

intense allocation of overt attention in the trustworthiness than in the happiness task.  

Time course of eye fixations  

The previous effects on fixation density were modulated by interval, as shown 

by interactions between interval and region, F(6, 368) = 795.46, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .93, 
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Figure 4. Fixation density across 60 33-ms bins during the 2-s face display, for each 

region of expressions unfolding to a final smile, or to a final neutral mouth. Left side: 

happiness task; right: trustworthiness task. Arrows indicate the threshold, i.e., the 

earliest time bin (onset, in ms; e.g., 300), at which a region (e.g., left eye) had 

significantly more fixation density than all the other regions. Two scores within a box 

indicate the amplitude, i.e., the interval during which there was a fixation advantage for 

one task vs. the other; e.g., 1000-1400 indicates greater fixation density on the mouth 

region from 1,000 to 1,400 ms in the happiness than in the trustworthiness task, for 

expressions ending with a smile. Left and right eye (from the viewer’s perspective) refer 

to visual field. Fixation density = (raw density scores / region size) × 100. 
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interval, region, and task, F(6, 368) = 29.99, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .33, and interval, region, 

and expression, F(30, 1840) = 24.63, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .29. The role of interval is critical 

to determine the time course of selective allocation of visual attention to face regions as 

a function of task. Accordingly, to explore the time course in detail, we analysed 

fixation density across shorter (33-ms) periods over the 2-s stimulus display. This 

approach was particularly relevant for the aims of the current study, to uncover the 

spatio-temporal oculomotor profile while judging happiness vs. trustworthiness. 

A Task (2) × Dynamic Expression (6) × Region (4) × Interval (60 consecutive 

33-ms time bins) ANOVA yielded significant effects on fixation density: a task by 

region interaction, F(3, 184) = 52.02, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .46, an interval by region by task 

interaction, F(177, 10,856) = 21.45, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .26, and an interval by region by 

expression interaction, F(885, 54,280) = 18.66, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .23. To examine the 

time course of gaze behavior across different face regions for each task, we compared 

fixation densities in the happiness vs. the trustworthiness task by means of t-tests for 

independent samples for each 33-ms time bin, expression, and region. Given the 

comparable patterns of effects for all the expressions ending with a smile, and for those 

ending with a neutral mouth, the average scores of each group of expressions are shown 

in Figure 4 (the time course patterns for each expression are detailed in Figures 5 A to 

F, and Figures 6 A to F; see ESM_3A and B_Supplemental Materials). 

The t-test comparisons showed no significant differences between tasks for the 

nose region. The left eye was fixated more in the trustworthiness than the happiness task 

for expressions ending with a smiling mouth, between 467 and 1,233 ms from face 

onset, all ts(46) ≥ 2.74, p ≤ .009, d ≥ 0.79; and for expressions ending with a neutral 

mouth, between 467 and 1,067 ms, all ts(46) ≥ 3.36, p ≤ .002, d ≥ 0.97. The right eye 

was also fixated more in the trustworthiness than in the happiness task for expressions 
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ending with a smile, although this occurred later, between 967 and 2,000 ms from face 

onset, all ts(46) ≥ 2.87, p ≤ .006, d ≥ 0.83; and for expressions ending with a neutral 

mouth, between 1,033 and 2,000 ms, all ts(46) ≥ 2.66, p ≤ .011, d ≥ 0.77. In contrast, 

the mouth was fixated more in the happiness than in the trustworthiness task for 

expressions with a final smile, between 1,000 and 1,400 ms from onset, all ts(46) ≥ 

2.65, p ≤ .011, d ≥ 0.77; and also for expressions ending with a neutral mouth (except 

for Neutral→He+Nm expressions, understandably, as the mouth did not change), 

between 367 and 633 ms, all ts(46) ≥ 2.87, p ≤ .006, d ≥ 0.83, and between 1,067 and 

1,800 ms, all ts(46) ≥ 2.89, p ≤ .006, d ≥ 0.83. In sum, the fixation density amplitude 

(see Eye-movement measures, above) was greater for the left eye region in the 

trustworthiness task, and for the mouth region in the happiness task. 

Scanpaths of fixations from one face region to another 

A Task (2) × Dynamic Expression (6) × Region scanpath (6: from eyes to 

mouth, mouth to eyes, eyes to nose, nose to eyes, mouth to nose, and from nose to 

mouth) ANOVA yielded significant main effects of task, F(1, 46) = 65.00, p < .0001, 

ηp
2 = .59, expression, F(5, 230) = 43.79, p < .0001, ηp

2 = .49, and region, F(5, 230) = 

511.40, p < .0001, ηp
2 = .92, on probability of fixations. The effect of task is particularly 

relevant to the aims of this study. Importantly, t-tests for independent samples 

(happiness vs. trustworthiness) showed more fixations on the eyes coming from the 

mouth (M probability = .314 vs. .293), t(46) = 2.14, p = .038, d = 0.62, and on the 

mouth coming from the eyes (M probability = .427 vs. .385), t(46) = 3.34, p = .002, d = 

0.96, in the happiness task than in the trustworthiness task. The same was also the case 

for fixations going from the nose to the eyes or vice versa, t(46) = 2.50, p = .016, d = 

0.72, and from the nose to the mouth or vice versa, t(46) = 5.11, p = .0001, d = 1.47. 
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Discussion 

The pattern of judgment ratings and reaction times was equivalent for happiness 

and trustworthiness, and there was a significant correlation between tasks. This 

confirms the findings of prior research showing a consistent relationship between 

perceived happiness and trustworthiness: happy faces, and even “happy-looking” 

neutral faces, are judged as more trustworthy than non-happy faces (Brewer et al., 2015; 

Calvo et al., 2017; Centorrino et al., 2015; Engell et al., 2010; Hehman et al., 2015; 

Johnston et al., 2010; Krumhuber, Manstead, & Kappas, 2007; Miles, 2009; Oosterhof 

& Todorov, 2009; Quadflieg et al., 2013; Sutherland et al., 2017; Willis et al., 2011). 

Such an equivalence in the evaluation output for facial happiness and trustworthiness 

suggests that they could rely on the same mechanisms. In fact, both judgments involve 

the processing of positive affect (Oosterhof & Todorov, 2008) and share similar brain 

networks responsible for social-relevant (superior temporal sulci, STS) and emotion-

relevant (amygdala) information processing (Engell et al., 2010; Said et al., 2011). The 

current study focused on visual mechanisms involving attention to the eyes and the 

mouth regions. 

 The presence (or the absence) of happy eyes and a smiling mouth affected 

happiness and trustworthiness judgments in the same way. Specifically, (a) dynamic 

expressions ending with a smile were judged as both happier and more trustworthy than 

those ending with a neutral mouth, regardless of the eye expression; (b) a final smile in 

the presence of neutral eyes was judged both as less happy and trustworthy than in the 

presence of happy eyes; and (c) facial expressions with congruent happy eyes and a 

smile were judged as the most happy and trustworthy. This implies that (a) the smile 

plays a critical role for both judgments; (b) the eyes make a significant contribution, but 

only when they appear in a face with a smiling mouth; and (c) congruence between the 
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eyes and the mouth is important for conveying happiness and trustworthiness. The final 

expression in the dynamic sequence seems crucial for both judgments. Nevertheless, the 

full dynamic display also makes a significant contribution: While the (1) Neutral-to-

Happy and the (2) He+Nm-to-Happy conditions shared the same final expression, 

ratings were significantly higher and decision times were shorter, for the former than the 

letter, and this occurred for both tasks. This means that judgments are also sensitive to 

expressive changes from the beginning, prior to the final expression. By tracing the 

visual attention processes that precede such equivalent judgment products for both tasks 

backwards, we can obtain a detailed picture reflecting similarities as well as differences 

in the perception of happiness and trustworthiness.  

In correspondence with the equivalent judgment ratings, we found some 

similarities in the visual attention processes. Attentional orienting (i.e., the time course 

of initial fixation on each face region) was comparable when judging happiness and 

trustworthiness, as shown by entry times (i.e., when the eyes and the mouth were fixated 

first) and initial fixation thresholds (i.e., the earliest time at which each region was 

fixated more than other regions). This suggests that initial orienting may be driven by an 

automatic mechanism that is mainly guided by stimulus characteristics, regardless of 

task relevance or processing strategies. This view is further strengthened by the 

systematic tendency to look earlier at the left visual field—particularly the left eye 

region—from the viewer’s perspective (thus the right side of the face), regardless of 

task. This reflects the natural and well-established leftward gaze bias in free-viewing 

tasks (Guo, Smith, Powell, & Nicholls, 2012; Peterson & Eckstein, 2012; Schurgin et 

al., 2014; Xiao, Quinn, Wheeler, Pascalis, Lee, 2014). There is, however, one finding 

that might seem inconsistent with prior eyetracking research using static facial 

expressions, where the smiling mouth is generally likely to attract the initial fixation 
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compared to any other region including the eyes (Beaudry et al., 2014; Bombari et al., 

2013; Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2008). In the current study, the eye region captured overt 

attention earlier than the mouth did). To explain these discrepancies, it must be noted 

that we used dynamic expressions, which, in addition, started with a smiling mouth only 

in 33% of trials. This implies that in most cases a smiling mouth unfolded late, and 

hence it could not affect initial orienting; in other words, the smiling mouth was fixated 

after the eyes because the smile was absent earlier.  

Following the common initial orienting for happiness and trustworthiness 

processing, there were clear differences regarding attentional engagement. This was 

shown, first, by a greater fixation density on the eyes in the trustworthiness task relative 

to the happiness task, and greater fixation density on the mouth in the happiness task. 

Importantly, such selective fixation advantages extended over longer periods—as 

indicated by the amplitude index—for the respective task than for the other. Such 

selective attentional engagement as a function of the task seems plausible and can be 

explained in the light of prior research. The smiling mouth is a distinctive diagnostic 

feature of happy faces (Calder et al., 2000; Nusseck et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2005), and 

therefore it is understandable that visual attention is selectively allocated to the mouth 

when facial happiness is task-relevant. Observers tend to fixate preferentially on regions 

that maximise performance in determining the emotional expression, i.e. the most 

diagnostic regions (Peterson & Eckstein, 2012; Schurgin et al., 2014). However, as a 

smile per se is unlikely to be diagnostic of trustworthiness, it attracts less attention when 

trustworthiness is task-relevant. Rather, given the importance of the eye expression for 

detecting the genuineness (e.g., the truly felt affect) of emotional expressions (Calvo et 

al., 2012; Johnston et al., 2010; Krumhuber et al., 2014; McLellan et al., 2010), and that 

trustworthiness is an essential component of positive face valence (Oosterhof & 
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Todorov, 2008), it is understandable that attention is selectively allocated to the eye 

region when trustworthiness must be assessed. This suggests that attentional 

engagement mechanisms are strategic or goal-guided (Peterson & Eckstein, 2012; 

Schurgin et al., 2014). 

A second attentional engagement difference was found for mean fixation 

duration, which was longer in the trustworthiness than the happiness task. Mean 

fixation durations on face stimuli (e.g., Leder, Tinio, Fuchs, & Bohrn, 2010) and visual 

scenes (e.g., Mills, Hollingworth, Van der Stigchel, Hoffman & Dodd, 2011) vary with 

task demands and increases with perceptual and cognitive processing difficulty (see 

Henderson, 2003; Rayner, 2009). The longer fixations in the trustworthiness task 

therefore suggest that trustworthiness evaluations involve a more resource-demanding 

process (due, for example, to insufficient information in each single fixation, and the 

need for integration). In contrast, facial happiness evaluations may involve easier 

processing, based mainly on the inspection of the smiling mouth. Thus, longer 

individual fixations across all face regions in the trustworthiness task would indicate 

more “intense” attention or effort. Given that face cues signaling trustworthiness are 

probably less evident than those signaling happiness, the processing “steps” (i.e., 

individual fixations) would in turn need enhanced attention when judging 

trustworthiness.  

A related difference concerned the scanpaths showing a greater number of 

fixations from eyes to mouth and vice versa in the happiness than the trustworthiness 

task. Although initially unexpected, this finding is consistent with the fact that mean 

fixation durations were longer in the trustworthiness than the happiness task: Within a 

limited 2-s display, longer fixations imply fewer re-fixations. Longer fixations were 

probably useful for configural integration of features instead of frequent re-fixations on 
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other regions, considering that other regions could be (a) retained in iconic memory (~1 

s) after one fixation, in an otherwise relatively short stimulus presentation (2 s), and (b) 

accessed in peripheral vision (≤ 5° of visual angle between the eyes and the mouth), in 

an otherwise realistically sized (10.6° × 8.0°) face stimulus (see Stimuli, above). In 

these conditions, re-fixations may not be necessary for configural integration as other 

processing strategies (longer mean fixations, probably helped by iconic memory and 

peripheral vision) could be used efficiently. 

Another contribution of the current study is the assessment of spatio-temporal 

oculomotor profiles for dynamic facial expressions. Measures of eye movements and 

fixations have been obtained in many prior studies using static facial expression stimuli 

(e.g., Beaudry et al., 2014; Bombari et al., 2013; Calvo & Nummenmaa, 2008; 

Eisenbarth & Alpers, 2011; Kanan, Bseiso, Ray, Hsiao, & Cottrell, 2015; Schurgin et 

al., 2014; Vaidya et al., 2014; Wells, Gillespie, & Rotshtein, 2016). Research using 

static expressions has found that the patterns of fixations are functional. That is, 

directing fixations to the facial features with greater diagnostic value predicts successful 

expression recognition (Peterson & Eckstein, 2012; Schurgin et al., 2014; Vaidya et al., 

2014). Particularly, the first two fixations are critical for the recognition of emotional 

expressions (Schurgin et al., 2014) and also face identity (Hsiao & Cottrell, 2008). In 

the same vein, the probability that non-genuine smiles are accurately discriminated from 

genuine smiles depends on whether the eye or the mouth region is looked at earlier 

(Calvo et al., 2013). In the current study, our approach involving dynamic expressions 

adds relevant information compared with static expressions in prior research. The 

spatio-temporal oculomotor profiles revealed that the amount of overt attentional 

engagement varies for happiness and trustworthiness processing. Differences in visual 

scanning suggest that the eyes are more diagnostic for trustworthiness evaluation, as can 
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be inferred from the early and longer deployment of visual attention to this region. In 

contrast, the mouth expression seems more diagnostic for happiness evaluation, given 

the longer fixation on this region, relative to trustworthiness evaluation. 

Conclusions 

 An unfolding smile (mainly) and happy eyes (to a lesser extent) enhance 

perceptions of both happiness and trustworthiness. This is reached through (only) 

partially overlapping visual processes for happiness and trustworthiness. Common 

mechanisms involve attentional orienting: Entry times (i.e., time of initial fixation) and 

fixation thresholds (i.e., initial fixation on a region compared to others) were 

comparable for the eyes and mouth on both tasks. However, differences occurred in 

attentional engagement. First, selective visual attention patterns varied depending on the 

type of task, showing greater and longer fixation density on the mouth during happiness 

processing and on the eyes during trustworthiness processing. Second, more intense 

attention (mean fixation duration) was allocated to all face areas when evaluating 

trustworthiness than happiness, which implies the involvement of additional processing 

demands. In sum, selective visual attention is paid to the (smiling) mouth in judgments 

of happiness, whereas observers rely on selective visual attention to the eyes and 

allocate enhanced general (not selective) processing effort when judging 

trustworthiness. 
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Footnotes 

1Further, changes in the eye region (e.g., frown) are diagnostic of negatively 

valenced expressions (e.g., anger), and there is evidence that facial features that make 

faces look angry are coincident with those making a face look untrustworthy (e.g., 

Oosterhof & Todorov, 2009; Sutherland et al., 2017). 

2Although the neutral-to-happy expression constitutes the main condition, we 

also included other expressions for theoretical, methodological, and practical reasons. 

First, we aimed to investigate the role of expressive changes in the eyes and the mouth 

in overt attention deployment. This required a comparison between prototypical and 

blended expressions in which the eyes and mouth expression were combined in 

different ways. Expressions with happy eyes and a neutral mouth may not be realistic 

(naturalness was sacrificed in the service of experimental control), but they represent a 

valuable condition to determine the role of incongruent happy eyes. Second, these 

additional conditions were necessary to introduce sufficient variability in terms of 

changes in the eyes and/or mouth within the stimulus set, helping to avoid uniform 

processing strategies across trials. Third, this approach contributes to external validity, 

as expressions (including smiling faces) are highly variable in social contexts, and 

blended expressions are indeed frequent (Calvo, Fernández-Martín, & Nummenmaa, 

2014) in real life.  

3The raw data are shown in two Supplemental Datasets, for evaluation. See 

electronic files ESM_2A.xlsx (Supplemental Dataset_Participants), and ESM_2B.xlsx 

(Supplemental Dataset_Items). 
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Table 1 

Mean Trustworthiness Scores (9-point Scale) and Reaction Times (RTs; ms), as a 

function of Task and Dynamic Facial Expression. 

 

 

Note. Average scores with a different superscript are significantly different across type 

of expression; scores sharing a superscript are equivalent. Neutral: neutral eyes and 

neutral mouth. Happy: happy eyes and smiling mouth. He+Nm: Happy eyes and 

neutral mouth. Ne+Sm: Neutral eyes and smiling mouth. 

  

  
Type  of  Dynamic Expression 

  
Final Expression WITH a Smile Final Expression WITHOUT a Smile 

Task 
 

 

Neutral 

to 

Happy 

He+Nm 

to 

Happy 

Neutral 

to 

Ne+Sm 

Happy 

to 

He+Nm 

Neutral 

to 

He+Nm 

Happy 

to 

Neutral 

Happiness        

Response M 6.92a 6.36b 6.11b 2.97c 2.96c 3.02c 

 SD 0.67 1.08 1.06 0.83 0.78 0.93 

RTs M 728a 888b 867b 843ab 915b 762a 

 SD 205 297 277 276 306 265 

Trustworthiness        

Response M 6.78a 5.93b 5.89b 2.75c 2.61c 3.14c 

 SD 0.73 1.21 1.30 0.77 0.69 1.20 

RTs M 804a 916b 918b 850ab 897ab 863ab 

 SD 149 181 199 202 168 210 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Types of prototypical (Neutral: neutral eyes and mouth; or Happy: happy eyes 

and mouth) and blended expressions (He+Nm: happy eyes and neutral mouth; Ne+Sm: 

neutral eyes and a smiling mouth), regions of interest, and resulting dynamic expression 

conditions. Left and right, from the viewer’s perspective (i.e., visual field).  

 

Figure 2. Sequence of events on each trial. 

 

Figure 3. Fixation density differences between the happiness and the trustworthiness 

judgment tasks, for each face region. Fixation density = (raw density scores / region 

size) × 100. Vertical lines in bars indicate standard errors of the mean. 

 

Figure 4. Fixation density across 60 33-ms bins during the 2-s face display, for each 

region of expressions unfolding to a final smile, or to a final neutral mouth. Left side: 

happiness task; right: trustworthiness task. Arrows indicate the threshold, i.e., the 

earliest time bin (onset, in ms; e.g., 300), at which a region (e.g., left eye) had 

significantly more fixation density than all the other regions. Two scores within a box 

indicate the amplitude, i.e., the interval during which there was a fixation advantage for 

one task vs. the other; e.g., 1000-1400 indicates greater fixation density on the mouth 

region from 1,000 to 1,400 ms in the happiness than in the trustworthiness task, for 

expressions ending with a smile. Left and right eye (from the viewer’s perspective) refer 

to visual field. Fixation density = (raw density scores / region size) × 100. 

 


